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MUSO announcement
How we act to the radiation issue on the products?

April 5th 2011

Dear friends, customers and venders,

This is a letter to inform you about current situation ofMUSO, after the disaster in Northern Japan and recent
Fukushima nuclear power plant concerns.

As informed previously, fortunately there are no serious damages or losses among MUSO group or our
suppliers.

Regarding orders, gradually the logistics and transportation situation has now become better than previously
except some minor problem of short supply of packaging material due to earthquake damages, and temporal
increase of domestic needs.

However, as the issues have been broadcasted in worldwide on the news, the disaster caused some damages on
nuclear power plant in Fukushima prefecture. Japanese Government and related institutes have been making
every possible effort to stabilize the situation, seeking several assistances and advices from the world. There
have been several good progresses to avoid worst situation, but several new concerns come up at the same time.
There are some challenges, and more time seems to be needed at this moment.

Under such circumstance, we learn that several countries set regulations on import from Japan, mainly on fresh
produces nearby Fukushima power plant.

We hereby would like to explain MUSO's current situation based on the facts, supply policy on radiation issues.

We, MUSO promise you that we will make every possible effort to provide Macrobiotic, Organic, Traditional
and Natural foods in safe and assured quality.
We thank you for your kind understandings and efforts to pass MUSO's message to everyone and your clients.

We are also very much appreciated on your best and continuous support to Japan, MUSO, and our venders.

Sincerely yours,

~o~
MUSO Co., LTD.
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The status of radiation issue on MUSO products
1) Our products are not fresh produces but processed foods, whose raw material or processing time is not

related with the recent radiation news.

2) Our closest supplier is located in Saitama Prefecture; however, it did not show any problem on recent water
analysis or actual products. Furthermore, as of April 4th we have obtained the results around 30 products,
and all results come out just fme without any radiation contamination.

3) We assume it is not easy to sweep away all the doubts or concerns of consumers in worldwide and there are
a lot of challenges standing and actions needed. In order for MUSO to commit ourselves to provide safe
and assured products, we would like to conduct followings;

A. We estimate that current MUSO products are all fine. However we are conducting tests on our major
products and each supplier's locations for double check.

B. Most of current products are of harvest or processed before the earthquake, mostly in 2010, or even
before. But we have started research once again to double check harvest, processing time and origin
of raw materials.

C We also monitor radiation reports and news every day, regardless they are from Official institutes or
privates and compare to everyday life level in the world.

D. For the time being, MUSO will follow the recent EU standards, which seem to be most strict
regulation on processed foods at the moment. MUSO will not ship the products if any doubts or
doubtful results come out.

As described above, MUSO and our venders will cooperate together to keep monitoring the radiation issues.
However, we kindly request you once again to review regulation or import process in your country before
placing orders. Whenever there is an official update on your side, please advise our Sales Representative.
Thank you for your understandings and cooperation.

This is about all for now, further information such as analysis result will be sent from our Sales or Quality
Control team. We assume there may be random inspections or extra documents needed on import process.
We apologize for these inconveniences.

END
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